
Minutes:  OD Low Vision Workgroup  

Date:  Monday, June 15, 2015 

4-4:35 PM ET  

 
 

Call participants:  Karen Brahm, Lisa Chan-Oconnell, Greg Hopkins, Tim Morand, Sally Dang, Olga 

Whitman, Jim Omodio, Bethany Martinez, Shannon Stone 

 
1.  RVUs and productivity  - Patti is willing to provide a review on this topic, but she is unable to join the 
call today.  We will plan to have her talk on the next call in August.  Question from the group as to how 
this also relates to TBI exams.  It was recommended to f/u with Kia Eldred for guidance about this.   

2.  Person class list – We are trying to get an updated list of all ODs who are more than 50% time in low 
vision.   Please email Lisa or Karen if you are more than 50% time in low vision and we will make sure 
that you are on the list.  Question from group:  What if you are exactly 50% low vision?  Answer:  You 
have to be more than 50% to be mapped into a specialty (ex low vision, contact lens, etc).   

3.  Update on Low Vision Continuum of Care Course:  Lisa -  We are revising all modules.  Some needed 
content revision.  They have been sent to EES. EES is having trouble showing the updates to the 
reviewers.  They are working on a fix.   

4.  Survey – we sent a survey out with the last minutes, but had a low response.  If you responded, thank 
you.   We are trying to find what future topics/formats are of interest to the group (ex. Journal club, case 
reports, topic specific Q&A,  etc).  We will send again with this month minutes.  If you have a minute, 
we’d  appreciate feedback.  Thank you.    

5.  Question about working with vendors and “loaner” devices.  How do people handle this in their 
clinics so as not to show favoritism?  Some have devices loaned for a short period to use for pt 
evaluations.  There is a facility ‘Request for loaned property’ form that can be used.  These devices  
often go through VIST or low vision therapists.     

6.  Question:  Did the TBI module training web course ever come out?  As far as we know it never got 
contracted out and was never completed.   

7.  Question:  Did the national LV template come out yet?  No, the final revisions have been submitted, 
but we are still waiting for the final version of the template 

8.  Question:  What can be done with returned LV devices (ex CCTVs)?  We are unable to re-issue any 
prosthetic  device.  Some families choose to give them to other family members/friends with vision 
problems or nursing homes, libraries, etc.   

9.  Comment:   Upon reviewing past notes, one OD noticed that her codes in the encounter have been 
changed (both vision and procedure codes).   In some cases, vision code was changed to LB in a pt who 
was not LB.  Coders who review notes, may change codes for billing purposes, but LB codes should not 
be used in a pt that is not LB as that affects facility VERA dollar reimbursement.  Changes in procedure 
codes may also negatively affect productivity.  It was recommended that the OD arrange a meeting with 
the coders/chart auditors at her facility to discuss this.   

10.  Question about coding.  Clinics are using 92xxx, 99xxx, a combo, or time based with adequate 
documentation.   Coding for LV exams is still actively being discussed.   

 



Reminder:  Minutes from past calls are posted on the low vision SharePoint site.  If you’d like access 
to this site, please e-mail Lisa:  Lisa.Chan-OConnell@va.gov  and she will send you a link.   

Next Call – Labor Mapping and Productivity review 

 

Next Low Vision Conference Call: Aug 17th -  VANTS  800-767-1750 Access code 94706 
 
 

mailto:Lisa.Chan-OConnell@va.gov

